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How to Have Sex, Anatomy of A Fall, and Holi-
The Cineskinny Film Podcast

KELBURN GARDEN PARTY
Since 2018 we have programmed and 
curated The Pyramid Stage at the West 
Coast’s longrunning jewel of a music 
festival. Now extending to all three days 
of the festival, we select the best local 
and up-and-coming artists to storm the 
Kelburn estate!

Free MUBI Screenings
We’ve teamed up with movie streaming 
platform MUBI to host free film screenings 
at cinemas in Edinburgh and Glasgow.

We’re more than just a print and digital  
platform. Creative Projects are where 
we take our content off the page and 
into the physical world.

     THE CINESKINNY 
FILM PODCAST

Launched early 2022, our fortnightly 
film podcast The Cineskinny has quickly 
become essential listening for film fans 
in Scotland (and further afield). Featuring 
discussions on classic films, brand-new 
films, film festivals, the politics of film, 
arthouse thinkers and action bangers 
with loads of explosions, there’s a bit of 
everything for your ears.

PODCASTSCREATIVE  PROJECTS

The Skinny on the airwaves.  
In recent years we have branched out into the 
audio space, launching not only our own pod-
cast (The Cineskinny), but also producing and 
hosting podcasts for partners and advertisers.

     GLAYVA:  
NOT YOUR USUAL

2023 saw us produce a series of interviews 
with interesting Scottish artists. Each chat 
had a podcast episode to complement the 
print and digital feature, themed around 
the whisky liqueur sponsor Glayva’s tag-
line: Not Your Usual. Listen to the episodes 
online, and ask how we can produce audio 
content for your campaign.

FEST MAGAZINE LAUNCH PARTY 
Every August we kick off Edinburgh’s 
festivals with a big party. This year, with 
sponsorship from Glayva, we took over the 
Voodoo Rooms for a night of Fringe  
performances and dancing.
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OUR STORIES: BETWEEN MYTHS 
AND MEMORIES
A multi-arts celebration of storytelling 
across the Scottish African Diaspora, in 
partnership with the David Livingstone 
Birthplace Museum, and released as a 
podcast via Radio Buena Vida and EHFM.


